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What sort of King?  
 

 

This is not only the last Sunday of the year it is also the first day of the last week in 

the run up to the State Election.  On this day the calendar of the Church calls us to 

celebrate the feast of Christ the King - the reign of Christ.  It is salutary to be 

reminded this is a modern addition to the Christian calendar, established in 1925 to 

celebrate “the all embracing authority of Christ”, who will lead humanity to seek his 

reign peace. (Cross, Oxford, p 332.)  In the 1920s and 1930s, while Hitler and 

Mussolini were busy politicking to gain total power for themselves the church 

instituted this feast to make the point that there is another sovereignty that transcends 

all earthly claims to power.  

 

There are two attitudes to Kingship or the power of the State in the Hebrew 

Scriptures.  The first had its origins in the ideology of David’s court.  The King is 

understood as a human, who stands in solidarity with the people but who nevertheless 

is invested with sacramental status that reflects the role as anointed by God.  This is 

taken up in the New Testament in which Christ is one with his Body, the Church, for 

whom he is also, in the pattern of David, the Good Shepherd, with all the richness that 

entails.  The coronation liturgy of the British monarch picks up this theme.  The 

monarch is dressed in quasi-priestly vestments, signifying that although he or she is 

human and is a shepherd who stands in solidarity with the people, the role includes 

the element of being the High Priest.   

 

The second attitude takes the view that all human kingship risks becoming a denial of 

the ultimate sovereignty of God, who alone is the true ruler of the world and all it’s 

people.  This attitude knows that kingship or the power of the state can degenerate 

into tyranny.  This understanding is reflected in the American Constitution, which 

established an elaborate series of checks and balances to limit Presidential power. 

(RH Fuller, Preaching… p 522-3.) 

 

The unresolved tension between these two views flows through the New Testament.  

In Romans 13 the State is the “minister” of God, whereas in Revelation 13 the State is 

the beast of the abyss.  This translates into meaning that all states are capable of being 

Liturgical ministers as well as great beasts, either of these or both at the same time.  

Because of these nuances of understanding, Christians approach all aspects of the 

exercise of power with a degree of suspicion.  The Cross of Christ is like a lens for us, 

because in the crucifixion a complicit Empire joined forces with the hostile power of 

the Church, supported by the power of the people, in order to destroy Jesus.  All 

forms of power used what they had, against God. 



As we see in Jeremiah’s woe to the shepherds, God takes to task those who have 

misused their ruling authority in Israel.  The prophets shifted emphasis from the past 

glory of David’s failed kingship to the future action of God who would bring about a 

new and fully just Davidic ruler.  What sort of power does God’s anointed exercise?  

The question is all the more important if we see ourselves as living under that power 

and somehow being stewards of it, aiming to live ethical lives and share in the 

struggle for justice, peace and the renewal of creation.  In the lead up to this election, 

as for others in recent years, the presence of Christian groups, actively campaigning 

for politicians to embrace certain issues while being silent on others, and standing for 

parliament themselves gives an urgent edge to the issue: what sort of power should 

Christians be asking their leaders to wield and to what end?  

 

Jeremiah’s ideal of shepherding power is of one who gathers and builds a fruitful, 

growing community: it is nurturing power enacted on behalf of God.  “ He shall deal 

wisely and execute justice and righteousness in the land.  In his days Judah will be 

saved and Israel will live in safety…he will be called ‘the Lord is our righteousness” 

(v 5-6).  This is not the individual salvation beloved of some forms of Christianity, 

but the collective peace of God on earth.  Today this is read with Luke’s Passion 

narrative, a text from the inner sanctum of Christian faith.  For Christians God’s reign 

in creation is found here, in fulfilment of Jeremiah’s words.  It is a scene full of irony.  

The leaders, the soldiers and one of the thieves address Jesus as the anointed one of 

God, mocking him because he is supposed to have power enough to save himself.  

The assumption is that if he does have the power he should use it for his own relief, to 

secure his power and glory exactly as “normal” people of power would do.  But Jesus 

does not follow the pattern of past leaders and yet he does exercise power.  He does 

act to save, but not himself.  Jesus’ real power is the strength to refuse to domesticate 

God, or use God for his own ends.  His power was the strength to endure all that was 

imposed upon him by Church and State and people.  And when the second thief asks 

to be remembered by him it exposes the deepest level of his power: the forgiveness of 

sins, the power to gather to God those who call on him.  Here we see that the meaning 

of salvation is not the power to bypass earthly troubles, but to know God in the deep 

places of life, and in that way to rise above all human forms of power.   

 

In Colossians Christ is not the founder of a religion or esoteric sect.  He is the image 

of God in the world, the embodiment of the wisdom that set creation in motion.  His 

message of reconciliation was about more than personal forgiveness: it was an action 

to reverse the effects of the alienation created by the gods of self-assertion greed and 

hate.  His resurrection was the sign of a new beginning for the whole creation.  That is 

why it says he has the ability to transfer us from the realm of darkness to the realm of 

light, where we share fully with all those who have loved God in life. 

 

It is a wise church that develops a mature and healthy attitude to power and its use in 

the world.  In some way, at some time, we are all caught up in the tyranny and 

servitudes: the circle of oppression and violence that is our system.  And even in our 

relative comfort we know the costly struggle of faith.  We also need to see how 

cynically the system exploits our interests and how soon it changes focus once its own 

agenda is met.  After any election we can soon see what issues no longer have 

prominence and what promises will wither on the vine.  And for all the lobbying 

Christian groups do, religious issues aren’t restricted to topics like gay marriage and 

abortion.  



The kind of power the church speaks of does not run according to the logic of human 

ideology shaped as it is by pagan values that focus on irresistible and uncontrolled 

strength symbolized by the bronze bull on Wall Street, and the missiles, tanks and 

weaponry hurled at cities like Baghdad.  It has a different set of reference points 

symbolized by the graphic on the front of the Order of Service that confronts us with 

the ultimate irony: the one who is powerless is the one who has real power, because 

he dared to live in total vulnerability before God.  The crucified Jesus, who is named 

King by those who rejected him, embodied what human life is meant to be.  He lived 

freely in the power of God, and opened the way for us to recover the image of God.  

Ironically it is in the church where this is proclaimed and yet hidden from most of the 

world, that we find the clue to what it means to be truly human, and what real power 

is.  It is the power to give life, not take it.  It is nurturing power shown forth in a life 

poured out, proclaimed afresh every time we break the bread and drink the wine: 

substances that nourish and join us in community.  Everything we share here returns 

us to the reference points of the Cross and Resurrection, symbols that empower us to 

risk living not for ourselves, but for him who delivered the peace of God to us.  Praise 

God for these gifts of grace, and for unending gift of life.   

 

*** 

 


